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Velodroom
"Cycling in Brussels"

by steve_lodefink

+32 2 513 8199

This large bicycle shop in the heart of Brussels offers a wide range of
traditional and modern bikes, folding bicycles and scooters. They also
supply information on guided bike rides. Cycling in Brussels is being
encouraged more and more. Most definitely this would be the ideal
solution for solving the problem of traffic jams. The whole of Brussels on
bicycle; no doubt that's what the owners of Velodroom must dream of.
www.velodroom.net/

info@velodroom.net

rue Van Artevelde 41,
Arteveldestraat 41, Brussels

Fanshop RSC Anderlecht
"Football Club Anderlecht"

by who?du!nelson on
Unsplash

+32 2 523 5090

The Fanshop RSC Anderlecht was opened in 1997 on the initiative of the
wife of Roger Vanden Stock, president of the football club Anderlecht. The
majority of the items sold here are sports garments such as football shirts,
tracksuits and anoraks. You can buy sportswear with or without the
names of the Anderlecht footballers emblazoned on them. In 1998, the
Fanshop started a mail-order shopping service, thus Anderlecht realized
that they have fans abroad too— in France, in the United States of
America and in Australia.
fanshop.rsca.be/

fanshop@rsca.be

avenue Théo Verbeeck 2,
Théo Verbeecklaan 2,
Anderlecht

Urban Tri Sports
"For Tri-Athletes"
Sporting enthusiasts will find a whole host of supplies at Urban Tri Sports.
Urban Tri Sports specializes in equipment for the triathlete, so you will
find extensive swimming, running and cycling sections. Aside from the
specialized sporting gear, there is also a whole section for high-tech sport
gadgets as well as nutritional supplies and supplements.
by timtak

+32 2 770 10 02

urbantrisports.be/

rue Blockmans 14, Brussels
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